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My name is Blaine Graboyes Goldman, Co-Founder and CEO of GameCo LLC. Thank you
Chairman Marshall, Chairman Conklin, and the members of this committee for the opportunity
to speak today regarding House Bill 1407.
While I am now a resident of Las Vegas, Nevada, I was born in Abington, Pennsylvania, grew up
in Lower Bucks County, and graduated from Bensalem High School. My connection with the
state of Pennsylvania is one of the reasons that I am proud to address this body regarding the
current topic.
GameCo is a gaming manufacturer uniting video games, esports, and casino gambling for a new
generation of players and fans. In 2016, GameCo launched the world's first Video Game
Gambling Machine or VGM™ - often referred to as "Skill-Based" gaming. GameCo has
established Video Game Gambling as an entirely new category of casino products. Today,
GameCo is licensed as a gaming equipment manufacturer in more than 20 jurisdictions,
including Nevada.
GameCo is here today in support of House Bill 1407, introduced by Representative Marcia Hahn.
We are strong supporters of legal and regulated gaming and believe House Bill 1407 is a positive
and strong step forward in eliminating and regulating grey markets, such as "Skill Games", in
Pennsylvania's gambling industry.
In particular, regarding House Bill 1407, there are two points in which GameCo is strongly in
favor of the proposed legislation.
The first is the clarification of "gambling" - which, in many jurisdictions, has been defined by
three components; consideration, chance, and prize. We support the clarification outlined in
House Bill 1407 that only consideration and prize should be included to define what is, or what
is not, a gambling product. If a player can wager and potentially lose, or win money, this should
be defined as gambling.
The second critical point, is GameCo's belief and support that gambling should be licensed and
regulated. Pennsylvania has a world-class regulator in the Pennsylvania Gaming Control Board.
We believe that all gaming manufacturers in Pennsylvania should be under the licensure and
regulation of the Pennsylvania Gaming Control Board.
The language and terminology regarding gambling products can often be the basis for
confusion. In this case, the terms "chance" and "skill" can cause undue misunderstanding as to
the nature of the technology and functionality of gaming machines.
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Playing skill, and hybrid skill, games still constitutes gambling. So-called skill games still contain
elements of chance. Skill games contain a Random Number Generator, or RNG, and other
elements which control and manipulate win percentages and payouts.
While products such as GameCo's Video Game Gambling Machines attract a new, younger
demographic of customers, and ultimately represent a new category of gaming, from a
regulatory and technology perspective they are gambling machines, just like slot machines. In
fact, this was the basis for GameCo's business plan - to leverage the existing standards and
regulations of slot machines but to combine them with the interactivity of video games to reach
a new market of casino customers and provide sustainability and growth to the casino industry.
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Products such as Video Game Gambling and Skill Games" should be regulated in a similar
manner and regime as currently governs slot machines.
And again, although skill games, and specifically GameCo's VG Ms, are a different category of
gaming that deserves its own classification of licensure - these games are gambling.
Without a well-established and regulated environment, like what the state currently has for
casino gaming, you leave gambling wide open to bad actors and bad outcomes. Examples of
these risks are myriad and include:
• No protection against underage gambling
• No protection, or consideration, for problem gamblers, or money for protection and
treatment of at risk or problem gamblers
• No protection against money laundering
• No protection against fraud or 11 bad" machines
• No third-party testing and compliance approval for gaming machines
• No state of the art security operation to prevent crime at the place of the business or
against the patrons on the premises of such .games
• No backend monitoring of machines
• No ability to audit machines for financial and patron disputes
• No dedicated gaming tax or local share assessment
In the legal and regulated gaming industry, all products are tested and approved by
Independent Test Labs or ITLs. The most well-know and best regarded ITL is Gaming
Laboratories International or GU. Alf GameCo products are tested and approved by GU. It is
worth noting that even with the best of intentions and significant investment by GameCo in
engineering and quality assurance, it is not uncommon for GU to uncover deficiencies that
impact the payout of our products, which of course are fixed by GameCo and retested by GU
before products are installed in casinos.
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Without this intensive and independent testing process, it is impossible for a gaming device
manufacturer to ensure the compliance and suitability of their products. For example, all slot
machines in Pennsylvania casinos have a minimum payout requirement of 85% over the lifetime
of each machine. That same requirement is not enforced with "Skill Games" and in fact it would
be impossible to confirm and verify such payout percentages without proper and independent
testing from a lab such as GU.
Similar standards are required for physical security and safety testing of slot machines, including
certification from Underwriters Laboratories or UL. These standards are in place to ensure and
enforce the safety and security for patrons and operators. And such standards should be
applied to all gambling machines in compliance from gaming regulators.
Oversight and regulation from the Pennsylvania Gaming Control Board also ensures that
gambling devices are only present at regulated and licensed venues, such as casinos and truck
stops in this market. This is critical as such venues provide for the security, monitoring, and
administration of such gambling activities. This is critical for ensuring safe operation and to
protect the rights of patrons and operators. It does not appear to be the intent of this General
Assembly to have gambling machines in convenience stores next to candy displays, or in pizza
shops, laundromats, or grocery stores in communities across the state.
There are a number of clear cut factors and considerations that can be used to qualify what is a
gaming device and whether a product should be licensed and regulated by the Pennsylvania
Gaming Control Board, including but not limited to:
• Does the game utilize a Random Number Generator, or RNG
• Does the game include both consideration and prize in the gaming experience and
allow for patrons to both lose and win money wagering in gameplay
• Does the game meet the physical security and safety standards imposed by
independent test labs and UL
• Does the game provide the ability to audit patron disputes
• Is the game operated by a licensed and regulated gaming device manufacture
• Is the game operated in licensed and regulated gaming establishments
• Is the game tested and approved by Independent Test Labs, such as GLI, for
adherence to gaming standards such as minimum payback requirements
• Is the game connected to and monitored by back-end systems
• Does the game provide the ability to financial transitions for taxation
It is the reality that GameCo could operate in this "grey market" but we strongly believe that
our industry needs to be in a secure and regulated environment. And that similar products need
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to be regulated in the same manner. Operating within the current regulated structure is where
we believe GameCo should be, and where skill and hybrid games should operate.
However, barriers to entry into Pennsylvania's casino market make it difficult for startups such
as GameCo to get off the ground here. And it helps to create "grey markets" like the one we are
talking about today. These barriers include high licensing fees {as compared to the initial market
opportunity for new gaming categories), coupled with high tax rates on gaming machines, make
it very difficult for smaller, innovative companies to enter the market.
One solution to drive innovation, and to support the sustainability and growth of the
Pennsylvania casino industry, is to create a separate license under the Gaming Act for "SkillBased" and Video Game Gambling machines, with a lower licensing fee and tax rate.
Another solution, one that can be done relatively quickly, is to permit the Board to lower the
licensing fees for "Skill-Based" and Video Game Gambling machine manufacturers, based on the
products' demand and a company's revenue within the state. This is currently permitted under
the Gaming Act for table game manufacturers.
These two solutions will help create a friendlier business environment for innovative companies
developing new gaming devices, while also reducing and hopefully eliminating, the "grey
market" that exists when barriers to the regulated market exist.
In summary, GameCo is an ardent supporter of House Bill 1407, as well as Senate Bill 710
introduced by Senator Tomlinson in the Senate. We believe strongly in the regulation of
gambling and that so-called "Skill Games" gaming machines are ultimately gambling devices.
Such games and gaming manufacturers should be licensed and regulated by the Pennsylvania
Gaming Control Board. And such games and gaming manufactures should only operate in
licensed and regulated gambling establishments.
This is required for the protection of patrons and to ensure that gaming taxes are collected for
the benefit of the industry and state. Without such oversight and regulation, it is impossible to
verify and control the products offered to patrons in Pennsylvania.
Thank you again for the opportunity today to speak in support of House Bill 1407. I'm glad to
address any questions or feedback.

